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Oh, My Papa!
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I should have been an
abortion, and that was my
mother's mistake, my father's
tragedy. They might have
enjoyed their wretched lives
together, but they couldn't
make the right decision when it
mattered. Mother's holy-rolling
moral priming in Beaufort,
South Carolina, had a high
speed collision with dad's
northern liberal tendencies.
Mother managed to rationalize
premarital fornication as pure
love, but when the rabbit died,
abortion was out of the
question. Their solution to
pickup truck conception was
marriage. It satisfied mother,
but she has always been a
simple woman. They had no

business having a child, a child
like me, a bouncing bundle of
pink flesh that cried so much
they were convinced that I was
constantly in pain and shat so
many different colors they
worried that I ate lipstick and
Crayolas.
I once asked my father if it
was worth sparing me, worth
all the 'where have I failed'
guilt and the ulcerous anxiety
of realizing just how much I
despised life, mine in
particular, worth it all just to
see what I would look like. He
said that he didn't understand
the question. Can you believe
that? Can you excuse it? And
he is an intelligent man, but I
suppose one can be intelligent

without being perceptive . My
father proved that. He
perfected a device in 1954 when
the television boom was just
picking up the sort of
supersonic momentum which
would shatter the perspective
charts, a design improvement
which to this day of video
mania is standard equipment
on every set; the collapsible
antenna. It is his great
contribution to mankind and
has secured him a permanent
spot (complete with plaster
bust) in the Museum of Video
Arts in Lincoln Center. So my
father is certainly intelligent
and has had foresight,
ingenuity, maybe, but insight,
no.

The royalties from his patent
Lauu11.cu. us one Christmas
Beaufort to Park Avenue
the City still used to put
foot pine trees on every
for the holidays. It made
happy because he
he was doing right by
but as I have said, my
is a simple woman with
simple taste. Her greatest
pleasure comes from sitting in
the kitchen jawing with the
corp of black maids my father
keeps . She is intimidated by the
glitter of Park A venue, the
penthouse parties and late
hours. But my father has never
caught on. No, he is not a
perceptive man. He's thick,
really. Dense as a 12 pound

bowling ball.
Viking Electronics put him
on their board of prestigious
advisors, and they pay him an
exorbitant salary to meet twice
a week with four other dry
inventors, take a tour of
Viking's facilities, and then go
home . This entitles the
company to use their names
and achievements in reports to
stockholders and perspective
clients. It's all so obvious
what's going on, but my father
is easily seduced, enjoys being
skull-fucked with compliments
and confidence, and figures
with myopic sincerity that he's
payed his dues and deserves an
honorable retirement. The man
is only sixty-eight years old, yet

he swears he's fulfilled .
Fulfilled with shit! (ha ha). He
gets a lucky break shoved
down his throat and he's
satisfied with himself. I don't
shun the money, of course. I've
been riding the magic carpet
since his success, and it's kept
me in pinstripes and golden
credit ratings for a good portion
of my financially aware life, but
so what? I don't like dumb
luck. I enjoy the money, but my
father, damn the man, never
neglects an opportunity in his
own subtle way to make me
feel like an incompetent leech.
I asked him once how he was
so sure that he was complete,
why he was convinced that he
had fulfilled his karma and was
3

prepared for his next transition.
"My boy," he said (My boy!),
"When you've made your
mark, when you've fulfilled
yourself as a human being,
then you'll understand."
Fatherly advice.
Encouragement. The man has a
superiority complex, you can
see that. He surrounds himself
with the complimentary
gadgetry Viking sends him,
senses plugged in at all times to
electronic stimuli, and believes
that he is an intricate part of it
all, that his Viking Video
Recorder, the electric swivel
chair, his stereo headphones,
are all products of his genius.
And he relishes the
misconception, bathes in the
4

gummy wines of his selfsatisfaction, his self-absorption,
his bubbling Overjoy.
The logical alternative to
gnashing my teeth would be to
pack my bags and hoof it right
the hell out of New York, but
I'm dependent on his financial
embrace, which has a strangle
hold on me, and I won't pump
gas for two dollars an hour just
to slap him in the face . I won' t
become a prole in order to
demonstrate my independence,
though I realize I'm capable. It
would merely afford him a
chuckle, and he' d figure,
" Well, if that' s how you want
to spend your life . . ."
My analyst the good Dr.
Pancross is filled with a naive
optimism in his understanding
of the cerebral processes and
believes that my discontent is
merely the product of my own
high expectations, that I am too
impatient with the maturation
process which shall eventually,
he says, lead me to great
things. Bullshit! If I was a
Harlem black and one child of
eight, I'd have been dead long
ago in some burned out
tenement with a rusty eyedropper hypo hanging from my
arm, but my family' s Park
Avenue financial status forbids
it. Dr. Pancross says any
human mind is capable of
anything, but he realizes, of
course, but won' t
acknowledge, that my
hypothesis applies to him also.
He has constructed a
protective, analytic myth about

. himself, just like everyone else,
and would have me conform
also . That is, after all, his
profession; to help me to feel
good about myself. But I won't,
because I'm as transparent to
myself as cellophane wrapping
paper, and I don't like what I
see, what is so nauseatingly
obvious. He tells me softly,
calmly, in a voice which
soothes like the pilot of a 747
experiencing 'minor
turbulence,' "You judge
yourself altogether too harshly.
You judge too harshly. Don' t
castrate yourself under the
pretense of being realistic. "
''I'm not a clone," I tell him.
"I'm not sure that I follow
you."
" I'm perceptive enough to
realize that I'm exceptionally
ordinary, average, and so are
you, but we're also
exceptionally rich ."
"Never mind my personal
finances. " (He tends to forget
his professional distance when
I accost him frontally. )
"You're fooling yourself."
"It seems your time is up."
Dr. Pancross is a fine
conversationalist and a good
listener but feels it necessary to
control our discussions, and if
he loses his advantage my time
is, conveniently, up.

* * * *
Last year was the end. It was
the final catastrophic straw
which broke this camel's back. I
was fed up, frustrated with my
sedentary existence, nauseated

by my situation as a thirty-one
year old dependent. I was
determined to do something;
not just anything, not just
something to do. I was looking
for a task, grasping for
meaning, if you like, something
which would test my fortitude,
prove my worth, and afford me
a self-congratulatory pat on the
back, which Dr. Pancross'
infantile analysis had failed to
do. I signed up with the Peace
Corps and requested to be
assigned a position in Brazil. I
don't know why Brazil; maybe
something to do with a
Hispanic maid my father had
arrested for stealing his cuff
links . I wanted to go to the
most desolate, deprived, God

damned hellhole on the
continent, and I was going to
do some good. It seemed a
logical assumption that if I
applied myself in some
shithole, even with my limited
talents, I might be capable of
some positive action. Even the
batboy for the high school
baseball team would shine in
the Little League, if you know
what I mean, and with my
determination, well, I knew
this was the right move.
I was assigned to a post in a
community of corrugated steel
shelters on the Rio Grande do
Sui, just south of the Mato
Grosso. It was perfect. I knew
that I was testing myself,
proving myself, because I was

suffering. My intestines were
infested with long white
tapeworms, my teeth became
loose and three actually fell out,
and I had high fevers in regular
four week cycles. I felt great.
Cieda isn't on any map that
I'm familiar with. The
population as I tabulate it is
five-a man named Petro who
runs the store and post office
with his wife, Pilar, and two
daughters, and another man
named Juan who owns a bar.
At first I wasn't decided just
exactly what my role in this
community was. The Corps
people weren't specific and
suggested I use my
imagination, so I spent the first
few weeks becoming
acclimatized and honing my
Portuguese over cachac;a and
cokes at the bar with Juan.
During the day we sat outside
under a Coca-Cola umbrella
and watched Juan's mutt
harass the poultry. People
wandered into town from time
to time dragging a mule and,
sometimes, family to buy cattle
feed and provisions from the
store, and they would stop for
a refreshment at Juan's and
then leave. This was a regular
process. Petro the postmaster
ran the store for a man named
Deodoro who lived in Porto
Alegre and showed up once a
year to buy all the ranchers'
cattle at a ridiculous profit. He
payed Petro and his family a
yearly salary (about $90) to look
after the business, make sure
there was enough feed, fencing
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materials, and tools in stock. A
practical arrangement, right?
Uh-uh! No, sir. It took me
two and a half weeks to figure
it out, but this bastard Deodoro
was a crook. Any American boy
would have understood that
the man had a goddamn
monopoly on these ranchers.
He was their only buyer, for
one thing, and what money he
did pay out was recycled back
into his store (his pocket) for
materials. You can imagine my
indignation when I put this
together and, of course, my
enthusiasm at the prospect of
rescuing these ignorant zil
gauchos from their economic
bondage. What a noble
enterprise. How much more
important in a broad,
humanitarian sense than
inventing a collapsible antenna.
I spoke with the ranchers
individually as they came to
town with their mules, about
their situation, and they didn't
seem to understand at first, but
when I explained that a bidding
system would bring a higher
price for their cattle, they were
enthusiastic.
I was rolling, goddamn it. I
had isolated the enemy, and I
would destroy him, screw that
rich bastard Deodoro right up
the ass with his monopoly. The
Corps helped me contact some
businessmen from Sao Paulo
who agreed to send
representatives to an auction
which I would set up in Cieda.
Juan, of course, was ecstatic
and built three extra tables and
ordered two cases of rum, six of
cachac;:a, and twelve of Coke for
the prospective cash business.
Whooee, yes, sir, things were
rolling, things were happening,
and I was the E which equalled
the MC 2, the prime mover, and
I was drooling blood as I went
about the business of
contacting the Brazilian
Scrooge, Deodoro. I invited
6

him (or, if he preferred, a
representative, ha ha) to the
auction. Within a week, Petro
the postmaster and his family
were the proud owners of their
own trading post. There were
some problems at first with
Petro's distributors, because he
didn't have Deodoro's backing
anymore, but I vouched for him
and most were satisfied. It was
a good feeling (fulfilling, if you
like) to use my white American
influence for a purpose.
And it came off. On the day
of the auction Cieda looked like
a fairground with hundreds of
head of beef being bid on by
rich men in white suits with
wallets bulging. Juan sold more
booze than ever, and the
ranchers made unheard-of
profits. Everyone seemed
satisfied, except Deodoro, of
course, who didn't bother to
send a representative buyer. I
emerged from the event as
somewhat of a celebrity among
the zil ranchers. Some sent
their women to me at Juan's
under the Coca-Cola umbrella
with gifts of beef jerky and
lengths of rope. I was fulfilled.
The next summer there was a
drought, and everything which
depended on moisture for
survival died a miserable
dehydrated death including the
cattle. The gauchos came to me
for answers, but I had none,
and when the time came for
selling the cattle, there were
none. Juan told me that there
had been other such droughts,
but that Deodoro had always .
extended credit from his store
for food and supplies to keep
the ranchers and their families
alive until next year, but PetrQ.
couldn't afford to do the same
because he couldn't get credit
from his distributors . The men
took their families and hoofed it
to Porto do Paulo to find work,
and I followed them, laying low
like a snake, to catch a plane to

Brasilia and then on back to
New York.
* * * *

Ignition. And I'm on my
way, solo, there and back on
less than a tank. Unlimited
miles per gallon, I ride the
monoxide mainline on a saga to
fulfillment, completion. I'm no
Dean Moriarty, no Holy Goof,
except, perhaps, to my father
(forgive me, but I know what
I'm doing) . And he will be
shocked; like a 200,000 volt
overload, he'll short-circuit.
Then there will be anger and he
knew it all along anyway, that I
was light, that I would cultivate
my potential for failure to the
limit and capitulate to my
frustrations. You can see how
well I understand my father's
mental processes, but I won't
tweak his beard by pointing out
his childish predictability. I
won't gloat, and since you're
reading this (which you really
shouldn't be, because I'm sure
that I have certain inalienable
rights of privacy, even now) I
trust my father won't be
confronted with the truth. It
wouldn't affect him anyway (in
any way) .
Movement now, and it feels
good. Travel in a physical selfsense like red blood pumping,
multiple m.p.h., brain cells
rushing to death around and
around again like roulette balls,
except I know where they'll
end-Red-Double-Zero-and I
win. Picking up speed now, but
slowly, smoothly, feeling good
(fulfilled, actually, thank you
very much), comfortable in my
bucket seat with four on the
floor and power steering. I
don't need any of it. And I
never have. Leave me now. I'm
satisfied. Just get lost and take
care of number one. I've forced
the moment to its crisis and am
content, am airborn, at last, I
am fulfilled.
•

In the Limestone House
The baby is nursed in the kitchen.
Sarah's white breast
is pulled and released, pulled
and released
as the eat's paw
softly kneads a dish towel.
Her husband comes to the kitchen
where the thick limestone walls
capture the stove's heat. She gives
him the baby. The small body breathes
against his chest.
Sarah and her husband communicate
through the purring cats that lie
in open drawers.
He whispers to them
as she strokes their long backs.
The geranium leans
against the window glass
like an old lady peering out
where cabbage plants
grow in rows and beyond,
the gentle hills gather
and unfold.
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The Dinner Scene
The woman is wrapped in flowered curtains
Her gray hair flatly pressed against
her forehead.
Her husband reads, sunken in
the coffee-stained wing chair.
Black socks, skin, then brown cuffs-still.
The newsprint squirms in his bi-focals.
The street bullets its ·
motion in the woman's pursed pup'ils .
She averts, turning.
The fabric thorns her stomach
and she calls out.
Her husband sees the curtains rustle.
The woman puts the roast on the table
and contracts into the dark bare
of her rib cage-into the hard back of
the chair.
He passes the butter.
She thanks him.
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Celebration on my Birthday
I am in standing water.
It is hot.
The cab meter clocks the drugged minutes,
My father opens his collar.
No one moves.
At lunch,
I perch over the soft-shelled crabs,
Th e green capers slide off my knife
As the shell makes a muffled cracking noise
Like the killing of a roach .
My mother' s eyes blur on me.
She searches for that soft spot in my skull.
Once, she could have thumbed through it,
Effortless,
But now,
The skull has grown together,
And is hardened.
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Undivided Minds
Are there female concepts of order and
Do they translate into verbal structures?

"Who can stand all these things?
It's the same there, it's the same here,
Really this thing is big."
from Maria Sabina's Mushroom Velada
or Healing Chant

In writing this position paper, I have tried to
be mindful of the dictum that its purpose is to
open debate, not to close it. Therefore, I will
risk re-examining a persistent, even stereotyped, claim for certain differences between male
and female concepts of order and the ways in
which these orders might translate into verbal
structures. The whole discussion may, in Rayna
Green's phrase, simply make us wretched; I
hope, instead, that it will help unknot one more
of the curious kinks in the rope of devaluation
twisted around women's lives, women's minds
and bodies, and women's works.
I am afraid, by now, that we are bored with
hearing of how male structures are linear and
female structures are not. Too, we may be confused by variants of this categorization which
insist that the female direction is linear and horizontal in order to oppose it to the male thrust
upward toward orders of hierarchy and dominance . The models are not really at odds. They
may even both derive from a literal conception
of the genitals. Certainly the sense of male
thrusting, driving to a point, getting on with it,
is in accord with the particularity of the male organ. These models also accord with what has
traditionally been the expression of male sexuality: getting on with it; getting to the point;
going on to something else, with the mind divided from the body, the body divided from the
other body, and with nothing connecting. This,
that, and then the other.

The female dream of sexuality in action turns
out to be different. We are probably no more
ready to agree about how female sexuality is different than we are ready to agree upon a definition of feminism; however, it seems to me that
female sexuality is more contextual and less divided; that for women, the "act" is less a separate event, with beginning, middle and end,
than it is part of a process presupposing context
and continuity. The "point" for women, then,
is not the point that men tend so relentlessly to
pursue, but rather a widely inclusive, collaborative, experiential state. It is worth speculating
whether this difference in sexual ordering might
not be duplicated in verbal ordering.
The term habitually opposed to linearity is
circularity. Sometimes concepts of cycles and
openness are appended as well. (If you take
away the roundness, and the softness and the
cycles, do you take away the woman?) These
oppositions still live . Witness the insistence of
Helene Cixous 1 that women write from their femaleness, which is defined as round and open.
Her claim is that the very language women have
been forced to write in-and thus to define ourselves with-is itself male and therefore OTHER.
Bertha Harris even goes so far as to suggest
that, if certain conditions are met and "if there
is a refusal to be linear, the result is innately lesbian literature."2
Cixous also celebrates the fragmentary quality of women's writing, revaluing what has been
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the sign of our damned incapacity into the symbol of our redemptive powers. This celebration
touches my own structural conception. I want
to oppose to linear structures, not circular ones,
but structures of simultaneity; structures that
are open, inclusive and grounded in context;
str.uctures that resist premature closure and
thereby preserve us from a culturally induced
perceptual frigidity.
I propose these structures of simultaneity,
not as anti-thesis to a linear thesis, for, I am told,
the Greek idea of thesis implies a lowering. Rather
I propose simultaneity and cumulative fragmentariness in the spirit of arsis, which, I am
told, is related to a lifting, or uplifting principle.
The opposition of thesis/anti-thesis strikes some
of us as being peculiarly masculine, as does the
very idea of absolute categories. Our feminist
perspective looks to removing boundaries, not
to creating them. The longer we hold off on closure, the more borders we can safely cross.
So, I propose a structure of simultaneity as
the embodiment of, or an enactment of, a female concept of order. If such a structure does
not actually spring from a biologically determined mind-body organization, it is at least not
incompatible with one. And now, lest the uplift
of conceptual preoccupation drift us past the
boundaries of understanding, let me try to
ground this proposition in some particulars.
Susan Kalcik, in an article on personal narratives in women's rap groups published in Women
and Folklore,3 describes some female collaborative narratives which she calls "rap-group narratives" (p. 3). As she says, "to some extent
their telling and structures are affected by the
shared goal, not always stated, of trying in some
manner to cope with women's oppression" (p.
4). Kalcik entitles her article " ... like Anne's
gynecologist or the time I was almost raped"
and points out that "there are two stories" in
the title (p. 6) . These two stories are what Kalcik
calls kernel stories: a kernel story is usually a
"brief reference to the subject, the central action, or an important piece of dialogue from a
longer story" (p. 7). "The story developed from
the kernel can take on a different siz~ and shape
depending on the context in which it is told."
Kernel stories, she says, "are emergent structures. They emerge from the context in which
they appear." The narrative emerges from the
collectivity of the telling, and KalCik speculates
that the kernel story is "uniquely a woman's
genre," part of "women's collaborative lore"
(p. 11).
14

These collaborative narratives have structures
of simultaneity. That they are culturally conditioned is obvious: whether or not they are merely
culturally conditioned is unknown and currently unknowable. It may be enough for now
to know that they are at least authentic female
structures, for it is the authentically female that
we are asserting and revaluing and insisting
upon re-establishing.
Kalcik has determined that a large part of the
motive for this kind of collaborative effort is a
"desire for a sense of continuity" (p. 6). She
also comments that "some women's stories are
not structured in ways that have been commonly studied" (p. 7). Of course not. In order
to understand "the structure of the text," one
needs to understand the "structure of the context": masculinist researchers have achieved
singular failures in this regard.
KalCik's work is part of a far-reaching revaluation, a process that includes the "revaluation
of the mundane," such as studies of women in
conversational contexts, "the natural social context for personal experience narratives." 4 To
study these narratives is to study women as
verbal artists. To understand these simultaneous structures is to begin, finally, as Marta Weigle claims, to understand something about myth,
legend and popular belief. Incidentally, to understand the structure of female collaborative
conversations is to begin to understand the traditional, predictable and tediously comic male
reactions to them. It is not the subject of socalled "women's talk" that confuses men, it is
the structure. Yet even women without small
children learn to hold fragments and kernels,
the half-expressed and the semi-inarticulate all
in suspension, resisting premature closure and
waiting until the time is right to make all the
connections and bring one phase of a cumulative process to a close. Cixous says women write
themselves into being. Women also create
themselves by talking, and often by way of a
collective, collaborative process that engenders
group support and unity as well as group and
individual identity. The support is built into the
structure itself.
Structures of simultaneity are not quite as obvious in individual works by individual authors. One might look at the epic attempts of
Monique Wittig, whose experiments with structure are wonderfully outrageous. I find it useful, in considering less self-consciously experimental works, to look for a complicated use of
time as a marker for a possible simultaneous
structure. In Margaret Atwood's Surfacing, for

instance, the back-flashes work off the time-line
of the present, as is standard practice, however,
they also work off of themselves in radii that
connect and interconnect. The reader has to
stay open to the end: any closure before that
point is premature. Margaret Laurence's The Diviners works in a similar way .
A fine-and final-place to look for this kind
of simultaneous structure is in Native American
works . In this case, the simultaneous structures
may not be female, but cultural: then we could
ask specialists for help in deciding whether these
cultures are perhaps closer to a female center of
origin. Certainly the continuous present of much
ative American verbal ceremonial and the interconnectedness of the Great Circle seem familiar and even comfortable to many non-Native women. (And one thinks of the often
continuous present of Gertrude Stein .) Somehow the healers-talkers, writers, chantershave found a way to achieve the great ideal of
being uplifted and remaining grounded at the
same time. The woman of words is beginning to
replace the silent woman.
•

Footnotes :
1
"The Laugh of the Medusa." Signs: Journal of
Women in Culture and Society, 1, No. 4 (Summer
1976), 875-893. See also Elaine Marks, "Women
and Literature in France." Signs 3, No . 4 (Summer 1978). The work of Luce Irigary may be the
most ovular. See Carolyn Greenstein Burke,
"Report from Paris: Women's Writing and the
Women's Movement." Signs 3, No. 4 (Summer
1978).

2Quoted by Barbara Smith in " Toward a Black
Feminist Criticism." Conditions: Two , October
1977, pp . 25-44. Reprinted in Radical Teacher, 7
March, 1978.

3Susan KalCik. "
like Anne's gynecologist
or the time I was almost raped." Women and
Folklore . Ed. Claire Farrer. Austin: University of
Texas Press, 1975.
4Marta Weigle. " Women As Verbal Artists:
Reclaiming the Sisters of Enheduanna." Frontiers, 3, No . 3 (1978), 1-9.
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Morning: Newberry Street
'The Egyptian is buried with his treasures and his many names. "
And I am born without even one.
I walk the street and become slush, and silk,
numbers on the shop windows,
that woman with the cultured jaw and hands I trust holding a leash,
that black boy asking for herbs.
It is early. No smells.
In a vase in a window:
five white lilies, if that is what they're called that have the grace
to look like nothing but themselves or silence finished sp eaking.
All over they are labeled exquisite without sounding a word .
There are no words yet. Even my voice has not heard itself,
has answered to no one, does not know how.
My black coat inside the.mirror behind the vase
rushes,
a meadow petal with a Latin name and also the eye of Queen Anne's Lace.
My coat and I
are braided by this morning who takes us for decoration
only because we are young, instruments for her shadows.
The afternoon rain will undo us,
streak our regal colors into the street, city feathers.
"The pyramids have been ravaged for centuries. There are few relics."
The rain begins. My braid unwraps.
My names have not yet chosen me,
names that lie together murmuring,
waiting to emerge into the street.
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A Day in Summer
Mother is mowing the lawn.
She cuts five even rows.
Her back is sunburned.
I move into the shade
of the woods and walk
on the path overgrown
with Mountain Laurel.
Poisonous leaves brush
against my mouth .
I hear dogs conversing
from two different yards.
Prisoners of a picket fence.
Like prisoners, two cells
apart knowing each other
by shouts or banging
on the metal bars.
The neighbor's phone rings
seven times . She is busy
pruning her hedge. Shaving
off the new growth.
Nearby, the mulberries drop
staining the street purple .
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War Scenario
It was a long drop
into the arms of the Jerusalem Cherry.
The air had been thin
and most of us gasped for breath
as we held onto the branches
with monkey grips.
Between the leaves and bodies,
we could see a garden
and in the garden, a woman
dressed in combat gear.

We formed a living bunker
in the Jerusalem Cherry.
We sang military songs and crowded together,
found it hard to pee
without hitting someone.
The lady sergeant drilled us. She poised the gunners
on the row of eyes and ordered them
to shoot.
Some fruit were red. Some fruit still green.
Some fruit were falling
and we ate their bodies
without a second thought.
We hung like nails of the cross
to the Jerusalem Cherry,
under the bombs
exploding.
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November
FOR DUNCAN

The landscape is bare
in Pennsylvania.
With one dear friend I go up the mountain
hundreds of feet,
laughing at Port Matilda, Freesport, Clearfield.
For a long time,
we pretend there are
observatories, chapels and even houses
that overlook the valley.
We stay through our childhood.
The leaves grow cold and shatter
as we speak.
Stones crumble in the sunset.
At the end of our arms a woman is singing
Juniata, Juniata,
these dark hills, these hard woods
and the way west.
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Letter Lane Almost Wrote
I sat out in the center of Old Campus, eating an apple, watching
lights. Shadows realized themselves in lashes of a tired eye; Franny
I heard your laugh as my chest wheezed. This bite in the air, it's pushing
my neck to the left, dust comes in sheets off the green, disturbing my gaze.
Phones are too modern for me; I couldn' t imagine your voice as disconnected
with your throat against my shoulder, back resting easy against
this tree. Dancing? I scurry outside, wondering what I'm afraid for;
eyelids scratched with half-read words, scotch still stinging,
I imagine a partner in the lighted face of a pockmarked building.
Put on hours for smoking in chem . lab., how well's your story
coming? Mother broke down in ink, Pop stayed out one night.
I'm so tired, only the prospect of pen and ink brought me in
to the backbone of this seat. No privacy here, distractions
are a storm thrown through floorboards, bouncing out paned windows,
escaping a locked door. Over my desk postcards give the only key
to color, a diary of the weeks; I reread one back a day.
Closing the window before bed, I inhaled a draft of Massachusetts.
I hope the fall wears you well there . Love, Lane.
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Immersion
"Oh Jesus Oh Jesus It's killing me I'm dying!"
"Take it easy, Miss Waters, take it slow. C'mon
now, breathe like we showed you--deep breaths
through your mouth, then little pants ... now
push . .. push ... LONG PUSH ... now relax.
Oh, Christ, she's out of control. She can't stop
screaming long enough to even push. I wish
he'd just gas her and do it with forceps. Alright,
what's her name? Margaret? Now Margaret, we
can't deliver this baby of yours without your cooperation. Just try to relax and go with the contractions. For the love of Mike, you'd think you
were dying instead of delivering."
Margaret thrashed and soaked in the sweat of
molten pain that seared across her gut like electricity. If she could only use her hands to tear it
out, beat it out, but her hands were pinned at
her sides. Instead she threw her head from side
to side, the icy metal room forming a kaleidoscope of jagged edges and white figures, wheeling around the slab of a table . She was barely
aware of the steely nurses above her, one at her
head and one beside her, both haloed by spotlights.
Whispers slunk through the room: "Well, I
read in her chart that she tried to abort it herself, half-way through the second trimester."
The whisper changed to a command: " Margaret, stop screaming and push! Christ!"
An impatient whisper urged, "Really? How?"
"Lye. That's why this delivery's so bad . She's
got cervical strictures from the lye burns."
" Oh my God. How pathetic. "
They both snapped to attention at the sound
of the male voice: "The head's presenting. Will
someone get down here and clean out this kid's
mouth?"
" Yes, doctor."

As the pain oozed away, Margaret picked up
the sound of the doctor, poised between her
bloody thighs, chanting softly:
" ... Color: pink, that's a two.
Crying: fair; that' s a one.
Movement: good; that' s a two.
Total score: seven points.
Time of birth: nine-fourteen.
Birth weight is seven pounds.
Miss Waters, it's a boy.
Tell her that her kid is fine,
And I'll be on call tonight."
Shuffles, murmurs, startling squeal.
"Here's your little boy, Miss Waters. See, he
has ten fingers and ten toes. Now, don't you
think all that discomfort was worth it?"
Margaret tried to focus on the kicking creature that loomed in front of her face: a blur of
blood and thick, cheesy mucus, wrinkled and
pointy, like a wounded animal, from a crushed
womb. Nausea pounded her skull as the baby
was slipped onto her stomach.
* * * *
" Miss Waters, your doctor says you can go
home today . It's been three days, you know.
So, let's go over some of the things we've shown
you. We've already done baby-bathing, so you
know about that. Now, when you feel that your
breasts are getting full, but Daniel isn't hungry,
you can pump out some of the milk and freeze
it. Otherwise, they'll become painful-your
breasts, that is . Besides, if anyone comes to babysit for you, they can just take it out of the
freezer and heat it up. Babies are very particular
about the kind of milk they'll take. Once they've
started at the breast, they'll rarely switch to the
bottle. O.K.-yesterday I showed you how to
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massage your womb to get the last of the blood
out. Hmm ... did you get to the New Mothers'
meeting ... "
A flood of instructions and numbers washed
over the engulfed Margaret. Gradually, the
pulsing of the nurse's voice evaporated and
fused with the measured pulsing in Margaret's
head; rapt, she watched as the nurse, now mute,
mimed with bottles and charts. The silent mouth
floated magically in front of Margaret's face,
opening and closing in a wondrously precise
rhythm. Margaret counted softly in time with
the hollow mouth, soothed by the meter. Gentle
numbers surged in her head, sleepy and warm.
She nodded in time, smiled to herself, drifted
away ...
Abruptly, the mouth snapped shut. The yellow eyes blinked once, then narrowed. The silent monologue was over. The nurse stood up,
brushed at her uniform and left the room, returning with Margaret's plaid suitcase and an
armload of glass, paper and plastic.
" Now, all of these things are complimentary
from the Johnson and Johnson company. Ten
plastic diapers." The ten plastic diapers disappeared into Margaret's suitcase. "Four bottles
of iron-enriched infant formula ." Whoosh. Gone.
"Baby powder. A and D ointment. That' s for
the diaper rash, remember? A squirt bottlethat's to wash off your stitches. Warm water
only, don't forget. Let's see, what else?"
The white nurse stood up and prowled about
the room, sniffing in corners and stalking the
canvas curtains that hung around the bed,
hunting for anything that might have escaped
her eye.
"Yes, I think that's all . Except for these appointment cards. Clinic appointment for you,
three weeks from today. That's a Friday. The
baby's is two weeks from next Monday. He'll be
needing vaccinations in six months, you know.
Oh, and yes, here's the best part."
She sprang from the room and returned almost instantly, holding something out to Margaret: "It's his baby bracelet. All our mothers
love to have them for their baby books."
The bracelet was a tiny string of beads; each
of the beads bore a letter: Daniel R. Waters.
Daniel R. Waters.
* * * *

Waves of sharp heat rose from the sidewalks
and stung the city as it rushed by the window.
The baby sweated in her lap while the cab driver
droned.
"Nice kid ya got there. Boy or girl? Wait.
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Lemme guess. Boy! On accounta the blue blanket. Heh-heh. Ya never can tell, ya know, with
new babies an' all. Can't tell the difference between boys and girls for years, and when you
finally can, that's when all the trouble starts.
Heh-heh-heh. Here, Iemme bring that suitcase
to the elevator for you. Can't be carryin' a suitcase and a new kid now, can ya? Always a great
pleasure to help out a new mother. Lotsa luck,
lady. Don't let the heat get to ya-keep that kid
in the shade. Heh-heh ."
When the weary elevator doors struggled open
onto the fifth floor, Margaret kicked the suitcase
down the hall to her apartment. Her own door
groaned inward to the scratch of an AM radio
that had preached to her cat for three days. The
cat, caring only for fish and scraps, hadn't noticed the rhyming jingles, the traffic reports from
the helicopters, the latest bulletins on the record heatwave that was killing all the old people. He peered from the kitchen, pale and nervous, smelling of garbage.
Margaret stepped into the hot room and
nudged the door closed behind her. The meager light from the living room's single northern
window was receding into a cloud bank; the
frayed olive-green carpet darkened upon the
battered floor. Along the left wall of the tiny cell
was Margaret' s bed: a studio couch, covered
with a muddy afghan, spotted with doilies. A
chair sat near the window, and a gate-legged
table, topped with a cheap lamp and yellowed
shade. The window itself was tall and narrow; a
peeling windowseat extended from the sill,
sheltering a steam radiator. The corner of the
factory next door had crumbled just enough
over the years to afford a view of the city's
traffic. There was a musty basket, stuffed with a
roseprint cushion and woven with matted cat
hairs; next to it was a larger wicker basket with
higher sides, set on a frame. This, the baby's
bed, had taken up the last chunk of her room.
She lifted the baby into it.
The kitchen was fouled by the August heat. It
was half the size of the living room, for the
cracked bathroom was behind it. Margaret rarely
cooked and the kitchen was empty most of the
time, save for the few cans of soup and cat food
that dotted the formica counter. Now, as she
walked into it, the stale air caught in her lungs,
forcing a gasp from her mouth. She leaned over
the sink to open the window, but her belly
stopped her just short of reaching the latches:
like a burst balloon it hung, stretched and flabby,
still restricting her movement, though not nearly
as much as when she had been pregnant. She

hadn't anticipated this lingering belly. She
dragged a chair to the sink for another attempt
at the window; as she stepped onto the chair, a
pain slammed through her groin and grabbed at
the belly. The scrawny cat groveled at her legs,
and she abandoned the window to feed him.
Twelve turns of the can opener for a can of cat
food. Margaret marked the turns in her head,
checking off the numbers. Sometimes it took
thirteen turns if she didn't make a broad enough
twist with her wrist, but not today. Today it
came out to exactly twelve . Six times two, four
times three ...
A shriek from the next room jumbled up the
counting in her head. Margaret jumped, quite
startled; then she remembered: the baby. His
cry was insistent, so commanding-was he
bossing her already? She was comfortable in the
sealed room that embraced her, and the balance
between its silence and the steady throb of the
AM radio had been perfect, just as she liked it.
Now, his gravelly cries ripped through the
apartment, smashing the balance, confronting
the radio . He was demanding that she attend to
him. At his bedside, the face that scowled at her
was abrasive, like his cry. He was angry-for
what?
Perhaps if she rocked him . . . She placed a
hesitant hand on the side of the basket and
pushed it, slowly, side to side, away and back,
away and back, one and two. The rhythm caught
him, and the awful noise sputtered out, became
an occasional bark. The frayed cat sniffed at his
bed, indifferently.
Margaret sank to her knees, damp and exhausted, and pulled at the zipper on the plaid
suitcase. She unpacked the ointments, the powders, pamphlets, plastic diapers, breast pump,
appointment card and bottles, and arranged
them in small sections in the bookshelf. The last
thing that she unpacked, tucked away in a
pocket, was the beaded bracelet. This, too, went
into the bookshelf, among the appointment
cards.
She would have slipped off to sleep, but the
cry rose again, like a siren; he was annoyed
with her. It was unfair-she was hot and tired,
couldn't he see that? She picked him up with
tight hands, holding him away from herself,
and carried him to the windowseat. From there
she could listen to the last gentle ebb of the evening traffic; maybe he would like it, too. She
·knew each movement of the traffic's familiar
melody: the morning fanfare that fell off at nine
o' clock; the lull until midday; then the steady
climb to the crescendo at four-thirty. It played

over and over again, day after day for her. It
was constant, like a faithful friend, like the unending rhythms in her head. Now at the day's
end came the soft finale, the hushed lapping at
the very edge of dusk.
Dusk was the time that Margaret had gone
walking in the outdoor gardens three or four
blocks away, while she was pregnant. People
had smiled at her because of her bulging stomach, and she felt that they liked her. Small groups
of women would cluck and nod in her direction;
some had even murmured kind assurances.
There were giant metal structures in the garden, surrounded by gates. Sheet metal sculptures, the sign said. They were huge sheets of
steel, four or five of them, and they were balanced perfectly, without any nails or cement,
holding each other up to make a shape. The
sign said that each sheet of steel weighed eight
hundred pounds, and it took twenty men to
hold up just one sheet. One day a man who was
helping to balance a sculpture was crushed when
a sheet fell on him. Margaret had wondered
what it would feel like to have something so
massive and heavy lying flat on her. Just covering her silently, not chattering or clawing, not
like the drunken salesman had been when he
sprawled, drooling across her. What a secure
feeling it must be under that silence; yet,
strangely, a man had been killed that way. She
wondered, if she had seen it falling, whether
she would have tried to use her pregnant belly
to protect herself from the impact of the heavy
steel. Perhaps.
There was another structure in the garden,
balanced above a pool 0f water, raised up a little, so you could see that the water reflected the
inner angles of the structure, way up in its
under-belly. The water showed the true frailty
and delicacy of the balanced sheets of steel.
Margaret could see that one kick in the right
spot would send the awesome structure tumbling into the pool below it.
A twitch, and then the baby's cry came, rapidfire, a machine gun wail, tearing her away from
the lull of the traffic. Feed me. Look at me. Hold
me. Everything for me. Spoiled brat. So selfish
and unkind. His face was awful-a lost and
found collection of gray eyes and a nose and a
slivered mouth, just lying on a doughy face . As
he cried, his eyes were swallowed by his skull,
became two more wrinkles on his forehead .
And the slivered mouth went nowhere: a gaping hole, just a horn trumpeting some selfish
pain from deep in his gut. His sticky cry broke
up the room.
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Alright, alright. He must be hungry. Balancing him on her knee, she freed one of her swollen breasts from the stiff cotton bra and pushed
his face up against the nipple, like the nurses
had shown her. But the baby howled. She readjusted him in her lap, laying him sideways, and
squeezed the nipple so that he could take it
more easily. He took it for a moment, sucked
noisily, and then dropped it. Goddamn it. What
the hell did he want? His screams sank into her
skull like waves of cruel pain, and her head
pounded. The radio yelled commercials for Solarcaine, the shriek of a siren shot into the room
through the window. Tense and angry, the baby
seemed to punch at her with clenched fists. She
grabbed them and, pinning them down, jerked
his head once more to the breast. Finally, finally, he took to the nipple and began to feed.
The room softened a bit: the siren subsided, the ,
radio played a smooth melody, the welcome
stillness seemed to return. Margaret became
aware of the pulse of the baby's gums on her
nipple. A curious feeling, one that crept through
her body, relaxed her knotted muscles. He

sucked evenly, steadily, and for a moment his
face was almost kind. The pain in her breast
melted and flowed into his mouth. She counted
the movements of his mouth; they came so regularly, as though he wanted to calm and sooth
her, as if he was sorry. Perhaps he really didn't
hate her. The waves pulled her under. She closed
her eyes and counted . . .
A streetlight pried her eyes open as the disc
jockey heralded midnight. The baby's face, blue
in the fluorescent light, shone with the sweat of
the room. No breeze . The heat had penetrated
deep into the night. Margaret rose with him
and slipped him, still sleeping, into his basket.
She pulled off her damp clothes and fell into her
bed, bringing her knees up to her chin, tucking
her head. She was alone: the baby wa<> just a
baby. She squeezed her eyes closed and counted.
The dream that slid over her was this: the
baby's head was sticking out of the side of the
crib. She walked by and bumped into him, and
his h ead CAME OFF! Screaming and sweating,
sh e tried to put his head back on, and nobody
would come to help her! Screaming and scream-
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ing; the baby was screaming and it was fivethirty.
Five-thirty ... throbbing womb ... thick air.
Margaret struggled from the bed and fell to the
baby. She brought him to her bed, and, lying on
her side with him at her armpit, rolled her breast
into his mouth. He was too tired to fight, and
took the nipple readily. As he sucked, Margaret
became aware of a void in her own stomach.
She hadn't eaten for a long time. Maybe a day
or two. But yesterday she was in the hospitalthey must have fed her there. She couldn't remember. When she had finished feeding him,
she got up and poured a bowl of Frosted Flakes.
Then she turned up the radio to hear the traffic
report and the pick-hit single of the week. It
was a good song; she was glad the radio station
was featuring it. She sang along with the commercials as she dusted the gate-legged table and
fed the nervous cat. He was more active today
than she could ever remember, slinking and
pouncing, but not playfully. More as if he were
disturbed, or crazy. He growled and hissed,
and bolted into her lap the second she sat down
at the windowseat to watch the morning traffic.
He purred fiercely with the throb of the traffic;
he pummelled her stomach with half-extended
claws. Up and down, left paw, right paw, purring and purring, undulating with the traffic.
Amazing, how he was in perfect time. She gazed
at his matted back, thick in the sizzling August
morning. The disc jockey talked of the heatwave's death toll, and how thankful he was to
be in an air-conditioned studio. It wouldn't break,
he said, for another few days. And could the
city bear it? No, hah-hah-hah, not unless everyone filled up their bathtubs with ice and gin and
stayed in them until this thing was over, hahhah-hah .
The baby whimpered from the basket. Maybe
he was hot, too. As she stood over his crib, she
realized that she hadn' t changed him since she
came home. It wasn't her fault, she hadn' t
wanted any of this . She removed a diaper from
the bookshelf, dipped a washcloth in warm
water, and, with a sigh, cleaned him up . For
some reason, he didn't cry when she did this;
she had been expecting him to become angry
when she scrubbed his bottom, as she had been
when her mother had ground her face with a
washcloth. But he remained passive, sweating
with the heat. Despite his passivity, he still
scowled at her, and his eyes narrowed when he
saw her face. When he had a new diaper on,
she removed his undershirt so that he wouldn't
be so hot.

Then she took off her own clothes and stepped
behind plastic curtains into the shower. Her
wound stung as the water ran over the stitches,
but it felt good, just the same. She hadn't known
that women sometimes tear during childbirth.
The stitches had come as a surprise, but they
explained some of the ripping pain she had felt.
She had been too small for him, or he too big for
her.
Patterns began to form on her skin as the
shower drummed her body. She had bought
the showerhead because the ad said that it pulsated, and that it could be adjusted to hard or
soft. Margaret always kept it on the hard setting, but now it had begun to break down: one
area of the stream spurted occasionally, instead
of pulsating constantly. It didn't matter-the
patterns were so comforting.
Her skin remained damp long after the
shower. She steamed in the clammy cotton
housecoat; the baby' s breath came in moist rattles, like the room. She put a pillow on the windownseat, to protect her stitches, and stared,
with unfocused eyes, past the dripping curtains. The air that lingered in the swollen window wasn't beach heat at all. Beach heat was
dry. Her mother and Ralph had taken her to the
beach a hundred summers ago, when they were
all living near the shore. Ralph had put the top
down on the enormous Cadillac-it was long
and fat, like a cigar, and battered like a mainsail
after a storm. He was the proud sailor in the
stern, and his compass was an eternal bottle of
beer. Her mother, swathed in sunglasses and
bandannas, had packed blankets and towels
and magazines; she slid in on the seat and sat
close to Ralph. Margaret watched the backs of
their heads as the wind snapped their hair
around. The beach was always a parade of salt
colors and ice cream wrappers. Behind the pinwheel umbrellas were sunburns and people
kissing; Margaret made slippers out of the warm
sand and sundial shadows with her arms ...
"C'mon, Margaret. How do you expect to
learn to swim if you don't relax?"
She was scared. It was Ralph's big idea that
she learn how to swim. She hated the thought
of fighting the ocean, and wanted only to play
at the edge. She looked hopefully to her mother,
but Momma was on the beach, flipping through
a movie magazine, pretending not to see.
"It's easy. Just remember what I told youdeep breath through your mouth, now blow it
out, now kick . . . kick . . . BIG KICK . . . AND
GO!"

Ralph propelled her far out into the water.
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The sea rushed into her nose and throat, cutting
off her breath, dragging her down. She coughed
and screamed, became a mass of fists and kicks,
trying to punch Ralph and the awful ocean.
Several people turned to stare.
Ralph caught her wrists: "Alright, you little
brat. I'm not gonna let you get away with that
kind of behavior. You're not gonna throw any
more of your temper tantrums at me! This'll
teach you to swim!"
He grabbed her hair and her hands and
plunged her deep into the water. He held her
under. Underwater, where everything was still,
for hours. She came out of her body after awhile,
just before it burst: she watched her brain open
up, her lungs cave in, her legs tear off and float
away. She saw herself wrestle in a most peculiar way, like slow-motion movies, or the ballets
on T.V. Then she became a stone on the white
ocean floor. When the whiteness became brown,
air rushed into her body. She was kneeling in
shallow water, ringing.
"You're going home, young lady."
The mottled Cadillac swung into the driveway.
"Now go upstairs and sit in your room," her
mother hissed, "and think about your behavior."
"Are you coming back, Momma? Please don't
leave me-I'm sorry, I'm sorry, just please don't
leave me alone. I'll die, I know I'll die."
"Why should I do anything for you? What
hav~ you done to deserve any favors? After that
scene you made on the beach!"
Margaret stood at the window and watched
the Cadillac back away; it leered at her through
rusty teeth and slithered out of sight. The minute it was gone she froze on the spot, then sank
slowly, carefully onto the floor. She wouldn't
move from that place until they came back. That
way, she'd be safe from the terror of the house.
A jangling telephone shook Margaret back
into her apartment. She grabbed at the unfamiliar receiver.
"Margaret, where have you been? I've been
trying to call you for days. "
"Oh, Momma, I, uh, I-went away for a little
while."
"What? You went away? Where did you get
the money to go away? You're always crying
poor to me-just looking for sympathy, I see .
Well, if you could afford to go away, why
couldn't you have come to Florida to visit your
mother? Huh?"
"Well, I, ah, I went upstate for a few days ...
we're having a heatwave and it's cooler up26

state."
"That figures. For your information, I'm in
the hospital. "
"Momma, what happened?! Why?"
A round of howls from the baby cut straight
across the room and into the receiver.
"What was that?"
"Radio. The radio."
"Well, I feel lousy. I'm in so much pain that
they have to give me narcotic pills every four
hours. I'll probably be hooked on them before I
get out of here."
"Momma, is Ralph there with you?"
"No, the bast- Uh, no . He had, ah, he had
some business to attend to."
"Who's running the card shop while you're
in the hospital?"
" Well, you should be, but of course you're
not here. So now I've had to close it temporarily, and lose all kinds of business."
The baby's wails became determined . Margaret was swea ting.
"Momma, I gotta go now. There's someone at
the door. I'll call you later."
"What? You don't even know my number at
the hosp-"
Margaret cut off the last word with a shudder. She stood quietly for a moment, then
whipped around and stalked to the crib, with
her fist raised over her head, ready to strike. Instead, she abruptly stopped short, and picked
up the baby as he yelled . She began to pace
with him:
One, two, three, four, five, six,
turn-and -creak-andOne, two, three, four . ..
The baby quieted and seemed to withdraw
from the room, or recoil from Margaret's arms.
She looked at his face, a crimson mask. No
tears. He hadn't really been crying, he hadn' t
meant his pretended pain. It was all just for attention . Little faker . That's what her mother
would call her, when she threw herself about
her mother's shoes, clutched the thick ankles,
pulled at the laces, cried for her not to leave.
"Crocodile tears. Little faker . You don' t care
if I go out or not. You just want Ralph's attention."
The door would close with frightening finality, and the sound of it would echo in her brain .
The shadows would peer at her until she fell
asleep, there on the floor, exactly where her
mother had left her, knotted on the gray wool
rug, never once daring to move, not even to go
to the bathroom . She would squeeze her eyes
shut-if the monsters saw her looking they

would kill her-and count, slowly, in her mind,
making patterns with the words, drumming a
slow, heavy beat with them, until sleep merged
with her numbers. They danced and dreamed
for her until her mother stumbled home.
Twelve o'clock horns blasted the baby awake.
Margaret glanced down at him and stuffed him
into the crib, trying to ignore the screams that
interrupted the chant in her head:
Pace-pace-pace-pace-pace.
Pace-pace-pace-pace-pace.
Why-won't-he-shut-up.
He' s-a-spo-iled-brat.
The cat wandered between her feet and she
kicked him, hard. She turned up the radio to
drown out the awful noise of the baby. So hot.
"Heatwave. Ninety-eight degrees in the city."
So hot. Margaret opened the door out into
the hall, and swung it back and forth, in and
out, to make a breeze in the room, to move
some of the horrible, stale air. At the sound of
the door, the cat leapt from its wicker basket
and streaked through the doorway. Margaret
jumped-how stupid the cat was! She ran after
him into the hall and glimpsed him just as he
disappeared down the stairwell. She started to
chase him, but the baby's cries caught her. She
hesitated, then returned to the room. Throbs of
fresh pain started up from her groin. Miraculously, the baby died down. See that? She wasn't
going to spoil him. He'd have to learn that crying
wasn't always going to get him attention. She
had shown him.
But the pains continued, and she tumbled
onto the bed. Why did it hurt so bad? God, it
just kept on and on. If she could only just concentrate on the music and the traffic. Then things
would be alright.
She beat out the rhythm of the song with her
fist. It was a slow ballad, and she hit her pillow
with every other beat. The song mixed with a
dream, and she slept until four-thirty, awakening only when she sensed the peak of the traffic.
From the window, the cars seemed to be hot
metal boxes today; the city was doing a slow
burn. Her hair clung like lint to her damp neck;
her feet swelled into her slippers and bulged
out the sides. The sky was gray, hovering like a
ghost. No one had seen any colors for days.
What a little rain would do! Seized with a sudden thirst, she ran to the kitchen, turned on the
faucet, and stuck her entire head under it, allowing the water to stream into her mouth. She
remained under the torrent for a long time, and
began to wonder if the baby would like some
water. Surely babies got thirsty. She had forgot-

ten to ask the nurse if babies would drink water,
once they started at the breast.
Or maybe he would like a bath. Yes. She shut
off the water. A bath was something she could
do. She had bathed him once in the hospital,
under the nurse's watchful eye.
"Would the little baby like a bath?"
She filled the bathtub with water and hunted
for the baby soap and powder among the appointment cards.
"The little baby is going to have a bath to cool
off."
She lifted him out of the basket and carried
him into the bathroom, knelt on the floor beside
the tub.
"Now we take off the diaper ... now we dunk
him in the tub. Up ... down. Nice cool water
over his head . Doesn't that feel good? You love
me now, don't you, little baby? Don't you, little
faker? Now let's make some suds ... lots and
lots of suds . .. rub-a-dub-dub."
The baby cried out as a mound of soap dripped
into his eyes. It was a tight cry of pain, almost
inaudible at first, building to a rage. Margaret
threw water on his eyes to rinse away the suds,
but still he screamed, louder and louder.
''I'm sorry. I'm sorry. I didn't mean it. Here,
let's forget about it and clap our hands in the
water."
But the baby's rage was still peaking. He could
barely catch his breath for the howls he let out.
Margaret's eyes narrowed, and her face became
as red as his.
"I said I was sorry-that's no way to act." She
was yelling now, drowning him out.
His screeches shattered the room, and it fell
around her in splinters of air. There was nothing to hold onto, nothing-except the boom of
the bass from the radio, that vibrated through
the floor and traveled up her knees which were
grounded beside the tub.
In a panic, she caught his wrists. "Alright,
you little brat! I'm not gonna let you get away
with throwing tantrums at me. This'll teach you
to scream!"
She grabbed his head and plunged him into
the water. Silence. Then the music swirled into
the still air, unimpeded; Margaret was alone
with the steady rhythm once more. Quiet bubbles murmured, echoing gently in the tub, rising in perfect time to the beat of the music. The
baby's form rippled underwater as he moved in
a slow dance. Margaret's breathing evened out,
and her pulse calmed to meet the pulse of the
radio. She counted out the beat, eyes half-closed,
as she held him under.
•
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last day of deer-season
sitting in a backwoods tavern
beside people I don' t know:
the bar-fan spins,
clanking unevenly.
it draws me into
its movement
allthewhile
the jukebox laments
love gone sour.
there are dead animals in here
decorating the walls:
even the urinal is clogged
with butts and piss
and chewing gumand things that never quite
got all the way down,
and all I can do
is order another shot.
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The apple
"In the days when her eyes begin to be watchful, while her mouth, being younger, is
still able to bite off much too big pieces of an apple and be full." -Rainer Maria Rilke
The apple
is green sourchunks
crisp in my mouth.
Biting into the lawns, the sun
takes whole mouthfuls.
Old man in a shiny green car
stops and asks what I am doing.
I see him being eaten,
fat and juicy,
as he gets out.
He shows me a dirty card
folded into his coat,
a 10¢ poem about love;
his favorite.
He shines it on his pants
smiling, watching me.
I take another biteso tart it closes my eyes!
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Alice's Easter Basket
Nineteen years ago
In another town
I had a friend named Alice .
Some of this is true.
American elms were dying of a Dutch disease.
Down boulevards bare as prairies
We pushed our babies to the park
Where Chinese elms pretended shade
And fall depended on pin oaks.
In those suspended afternoons
Alice sometimes fed me
Bits of her own childhood
In Sweets Corners, Wisconsin.
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She rode long hours to school,
Pumped gas across the road
At her father's garage.
Evenings, she and her sister
Walked around the long, long country block;
There was nothing else to do
And nowhere else to go.

And, sitting amidst teutonic trunks
Of durable dark brown clothes
On furniture, stiff
With horsehair and salvation,
She would touch that fragile woven basket
With delicate possession.
It was enough.

There was also a spoiled brother who had accidents.

Alice, forgive me .
I've made it up and got it all wrong.
Here. I'll trade you.
Imagine, on my mother's closet shelf,
Two scrap books: One, a forgotten color,
Bulges with cards, snapshots, keepsakes-Every page informed in familiar script.
The other, saying BABY
In gold leaf on pure white padded cover,
Lies flat and, after two pages, empty.
You take my baby book.
I want your Easter basket.

I met her parents already old.
Knowing nothing of their lives
I have imagined their deaths.
Crossing that familiar highway
Between house and garage,
Taking safe passage as customary right
Even in rain, at night,
Her father ended end-over-end .
~er mother.was ~o shyI was never certam
.
If·she were on the sofa or behind it.
I ~hink she just diminished till she died.
Now, when once again
arm winds bite the sweet, fat buds of spring,
I think ·of Alice's secret, .
The attic cent~r of her happiness . .
Pumping, walking, bumping to school,
She knew,
She knew
Up in the still dark. top of the house
Waited her Easter basket,
Certain to fjll in the course oftirne
With chocolate lumps of proof
That something loved her.
she wouid tiptoe
T rotfgh that solid German.house
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